
 

 

DECISIONS OF THE SHOOTING COMMITTEE UNDER DELEGATED POWERS 

 

The following amendments to the Rules of Shooting and the Regulations for the Imperial 

Meeting are made: 

 

Para 283 is amended so as to include as an allowable breakage, failure of extractor or 

extraction in competitions using issued ammunition. 

 

In respect of the consequences of a failure of extractor or extraction in competitions 

using issued ammunition: 

 Para 284 (rectification of malfunction during a shoot) is suspended. 

 Para 298 (additional sighter allowed in event of delay) is suspended. 

 Para 367b (time extensions in team matches) is suspended. 

 Para 369a (change of firearm in team matches) is suspended. 

Para 369b (conditions under which a reserve may substitute in a team match) 

is suspended. 

 Para 890 (publication of prize lists) is suspended. 

In substitution for the suspended paragraphs, a procedure, intended to ensure as far as 

possible that competitors are enabled to complete the competition without further 

disadvantage, will be followed in cases of failure of extractor or extraction.  Separate 

procedures for individual and team competitions will be published. 

 

Para 287 is amended to allow the appointed Ammunition Officer to take the complete 

set of ammunition issued to a competitor. 

 

Para 769 (entries to team matches) is amended to allow entries to the Match Rifle 

Pairs at any time up to 1000 on First Tuesday, subject to range space if not being shot 

concurrently. 

 

The following amendments to the Conditions of competitions are made: 

 

In team matches where the eligibility to enter is restricted regarding clubs to those 

“affiliated to the NRA” a club that has not paid an affiliation fee for the current year 

shall nevertheless be deemed to be affiliated if: 

It is based outside the British Isles 

It is a genuine club and not a regional, state or national organisation 

All members of a team representing the club are life or subscribing members 

of the club of at least three months standing 

All members of a team representing the club have declared membership of that 

club as part of their Meeting entry. 
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